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SQL Server Developer (SSIS/SSRS) with around 8 years of IT experience in the 
Analysis, Design, Development, Administering Client/server application using 
Microsoft SQL Server and BI suite (Development, UAT and Production 
Environment). Good knowledge of software development lifecycle and significant 
experience with object-oriented analysis and design methodologies. Very good 
knowledge with T-SQL (DDL and DML) statements, RDBMS, data dictionaries.

JANUARY 2014 – PRESENT
SQL SERVER DEVELOPER - SRA INTERNATIONAL

 Performed server installation and configuration using SQL server 2012.
 Designing, implementing and maintaining the database schema, entity 

relationship diagrams, data modeling, tables, stored procedures, functions and 
triggers, constraints, indexes, functions, views, rules, defaults and complex SQL 
statements.

 Maintaining the database schema in source code control (MS team suite 
database edition preferred).

 Developing the SQL programs and involved in optimize stored procedures and 
queries for faster retrieval and server efficiency SSAS and SSIS.

 Using the quality center (defect tracking tool) for bug fixing and resolution 
details.

 Involving in mock testing and unit testing and integration testing in SSIS, SSAS.
 Creating the automated stored procedures for day end operations using SQL 

server agent and CTE.

2010 – 2018
SQL SERVER DEVELOPER - ABC CORP

 Conducted analysis of departmental, organizational, and individual information 
needs relative to specific assignments.

 Analyzed system performance, data integrity and security requirements in 
development and resolution work.

 Performance tuning of SQL queries and stored procedures using SQL profiler and
index tuning wizard in SSAS and SSIS.

 Used multiple transformations in SSIS to meet the business requirements by 
extracting data from heterogeneous source systems, transform and finally load 
into the staging database.

 Extensively worked in ETL and data integration in developing ETL mappings and
scripts using SSIS worked on data transfer from a text file to SQL server by 
using bulk insert task in SSIS.

 Involved in SSIS ETL transformation for de-normalization of data sources using 
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unpivot and union.
 Cross-trained the team and department members in the support of tools 

developed.

EDUCATION

Bachelors in Electronics And Communication Engineering - 2009 (JNTU - 
Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh)

SKILLS

T-SQL, C, HTML, CSS, XML, JavaScript, ASP.NET, VB, C#, Python RDBMS MS SQL Server 
MS Access. Database Design Tools And Data Modeling MS Visio, Star 
Schema/Snowflake Schema Modeling, FACT &amp; Dimensions Tables BI Tools SQL 
Server Reporting Services (SSRS), SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS), SQL Server 
Integration Services (SSIS), Business Intelligence Development Studio (BIDS)
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